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A: According to the error messages you get when running the executable you can
conclude it is a Microsoft ActiveX data file. This can only be a malicious executable
where any unskilled user's computer, could be a target for viruses, malware, keyloggers,
spyware etc. In general Adobe does not release source code or directly creates software
components, but they can release the components they use to create this executable. The
program itself has no malware attached to it, so I would suggest you to run your antivirus
and scan your computer for any malicious programs. When you're done that, verify the
integrity of the software by running a "new" uninstall or repair of your existing program.
If you want to continue with this software, you can search for the file mentioned in the
error message to find out what the file contains, but I would be very careful to not open
any unknown file. You can rename the file and delete it. Possible File Extension : .pdf,.ad
p,.exe,.pif,.psd,.asp,.pxt,.txt,.r01,.r02,.r03,.r04,.r05,.r06,.r07,.r08,.r09,.r10,.r11,.r12,.r13,.r1
4,.r15,.r16,.r17,.r18,.r19,.r20,.r21,.r22,.r23,.r24,.r25,.r26,.r27,.r28,.r29,.r30,.r31,.r32,.r33,.r
34,.r35,.r36,.r37,.r38,.r39,.r40,.r41,.r42,.r43,.r44,.r45,.r46,.r47,.r48,.r49,.r50,.r51,.r52,.r53,
.r54,.r55,.r56,.r57,.r58,.r59,.r60,.r61,.r62,.r63,.r64,.r65,.r66,.r67,.r68,.r
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About Us Resource Management professionals, your one-stop solution for design,
licensing and distribution of media tools and software, as well as the most convenient
resource database to help you get the jobs done.1. Field of the Invention The present
invention relates to an image forming apparatus such as a copying machine and a laser
printer, and an image forming method. 2. Description of the Related Art There is
generally known an image forming apparatus such as a copying machine and a laser
printer that forms an electrostatic latent image on a photoreceptor drum by scanning a
laser beam on a photosensitive material, develops the electrostatic latent image with a
developer and transfers the developed image on a medium. An image forming apparatus
of the type usually forms an electrostatic latent image on a photoreceptor drum by
irradiating a light to a photosensitive material. In a scanning direction in which a laser
beam scans the photoreceptor drum, there is provided a distance measuring unit that
measures the distance (image width) between a reference position of the photosensitive
material and a present position in the scanning direction, and an image forming apparatus
is so constructed that the scanning start timing of the laser beam on the photoreceptor
drum is controlled based on the measurement result of the distance measuring unit to
avoid the possibility of a jam. In the conventional image forming apparatus of the type
described above, a photoreceptor drum is operated in synchronism with an image forming
apparatus. To do that, a photosensitive material is supplied to a photosensitive drum. The
distance measuring unit measures the distance from a reference position of the
photosensitive material to the photoreceptor drum. In such a conventional image forming
apparatus, it is necessary to consider the image forming apparatus and the photoreceptor
drum operate in synchronism with each other. For this reason, cost and space for the
image forming apparatus are increased. The conventional distance measuring unit that
measures the distance between a reference position of the photosensitive material and a
present position in the scanning direction of the laser beam cannot properly measure the
distance as it is sometimes moved obliquely when the photosensitive material is moved
obliquely. If the distance between the reference position of the photosensitive material and
the present position in the scanning direction of the laser beam is measured by the
conventional distance measuring unit as it is, the measurement result is often distorted.
For example, as schematically illustrated in FIGS. 10A and 10B, when a laser beam scans
a reference position A of a photoreceptor drum 11 3e33713323
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